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Parametric survival analysis can be used to handle dependent happenings in infectious disease transmission data by estimating failure time distributions in ordered pairs of individuals rather than individuals. The failure time in the ordered pair ij is the time from the onset of infectiousness in i to infectious contact from i to j, where an infectious contact is sufficient to infect j if he or she is susceptible. This failure time is called the contact interval, and its distribution can be used to calculate transmission probabilities and show how infectiousness changes over time in infected individuals. Many important questions in infectious disease epidemiology involve the effects of covariates (e.g., age or vaccination status) on the risk of transmission. Here, we generalize earlier pairwise methods in two ways: First, we introduce a pairwise accelerated failure time model in which the rate parameter of the contact interval distribution can depend on infectiousness covariates for i, susceptibility covariates for j, or pairwise covariates. Second, we show how internal infections (caused by individuals under observation) and external infections (caused environmental or community sources not under observation) can be handled simultaneously. In a series of simulations, we show that these methods produce valid point and interval estimates of coefficients and that the ability to account for external infections is critical to consistent estimation. Finally, we use these methods to analyze household surveillance data from Los Angeles County during the 2009 influenza A(H1N1) pandemic.
1. Introduction. Many of the most important questions in infectious disease epidemiology involve the effects of covariates on the risk of transmission. For transmission from an infectious individual i to a susceptible individual j, there are three possible types of covariates: Covariates for i could affect his or her infectiousness, covariates for j could affect his or her susceptibility, and pairwise covariates (e.g., membership in the same household) could affect the risk of transmission independently of the infectiousness of i or susceptibility of j. Estimation of these effects can inform the design of public health responses to emerging infections and be used to evaluate vaccine efficacy (Halloran, Struchiner and Longini, 1997; Halloran, Longini and Struchiner, 2010) .
The analysis of infectious disease transmission data is inherently complicated by the dependencies among infection outcomes in different individuals (Halloran and Struchiner, 1991) . By extending concepts and methods from survival analy-sis, these dependencies can be handled by analyzing failure times in ordered pairs of individuals rather than individuals (Kenah, Lipsitch and Robins, 2008; Kenah, 2011) . In the ordered pair ij, the contact interval is the time from the onset of infectiousness in i to infectious contact from i to j, where an infectious contact is defined to be a contact sufficient to infect j if he or she is susceptible. The survival function of the contact interval distribution can be used to calculate the probability of transmission from i to j, and its hazard function shows how the infectiousness of i changes over time.
The contact interval from i to j is right-censored if any of the following occur prior to infectious contact: i recovers from infectiousness, j is infected from a source other than i, or observation of the pair ij ends. When who-infects-whom is observed, standard parametric and nonparametric methods from survival analysis can be used to estimate the contact interval distribution. When who-infects-whom is not observed, parametric likelihoods can be integrated over all possible transmission trees (Kenah, 2011) or nonparametric estimates from all possible transmission trees can be averaged using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Kenah, 2013) . These methods assume that the contact interval distribution is the same in all infectious-susceptible pairs at risk of transmission.
To allow estimation of covariate effects on the hazard of transmission, Kenah (2015) developed a semiparametric regression model in which the hazard of infectious contact from i to j was
where β is a coefficient vector, h 0 (τ ) is an unspecified baseline hazard for the contact interval, and X ij is a vector that can include susceptibility covariates for i, infectiousness covariates for j, and pairwise covariates. This allows point and interval estimation of hazard ratios associated with covariates, but it still assumes that all transmission occurred between individuals under observation. The inability to account for external sources of infection is a limitation that must be addressed before pairwise survival analysis can become a practical tool for infectious disease epidemiology.
In this paper, we develop a pairwise accelerated failure time (AFT) model that allows the rate parameter of the contact interval distribution to depend on covariates and accounts for the risk of infection from external sources. In a simulation study, we show that the model produces consistent point and interval estimates. We then apply it to household surveillance data collected by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health during the 2009 influenza A(H1N1) pandemic. The pairwise AFT model provides a template for the extension of the pairwise semiparametric model, and it will provide a useful alternative when the proportional hazards assumption does not hold.
1.1. Stochastic S(E)IR models. At any time, each individual i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is in one of four states: susceptible (S), exposed (E), infectious (I), or removed (R). Person i moves from S to E at his or her infection time t i , with t i = ∞ if i is never infected. After infection, i has a latent period of length ε i during which he or she is infected but not infectious. At time t i + ε i , i moves from E to I, beginning an infectious period of length ι i . At time t i + ε i + ι i , i moves from I to R, where he or she can no longer infect others or be infected. The latent period ε i is a nonnegative random variable, the infectious period ι i is a strictly positive random variable, and both have finite mean and variance. The time elapsed since the onset of infectiousness in i at time t i + ε i is the infectious age of i. An SIR model is a special case of the SEIR model that has latent period ε i = 0 for each i.
After becoming infectious at time t i + ε i , person i makes infectious contact with j = i at time t ij = t i + ε i + τ * ij . The infectious contact interval τ * ij is a strictly positive random variable with τ * ij = ∞ if infectious contact never occurs. Because infectious contact can only occur while i is infectious, either τ * ij ∈ (0, ι i ] or τ * ij = ∞. Because we define infectious contact to be sufficient to infect a susceptible person, t j ≤ t ij for all i and j.
An internal infection occurs when an individual is infected by another individual in the observed population. For each ordered pair ij, let C ij = 1 if infectious contact from i to j is possible and C ij = 0 otherwise. For example, the C ij could be the entries in the adjacency matrix for a contact network (though we allow C ij = C ji ). We assume the infectious contact interval τ * ij is generated as follows: A contact interval τ ij is drawn from a distribution with hazard function h ij (τ ). If τ ij ≤ ι i and C ij = 1, then τ * ij = τ ij . Otherwise, τ * ij = ∞. The contact interval distribution can be used to calculate transmission probabilities (via the survival function) and to calculate infectiousness as a function of infectious age (via the hazard function).
An external infection occurs when an individual is infected from a source outside the observed population. Let C 0j indicate whether individual j is at risk of external infectious contact. Let the external infectious contact time t * 0j denote the first time that an individual j receives infectious contact from outside the observed population, with t * 0j = ∞ if this never occurs. We assume that the external infectious contact time is generated as follows: A external contact time t 0j is drawn from a distribution with hazard function h 0j (t). If C 0j = 1, then t * 0j = t 0j . Otherwise, t * 0j = ∞. The external contact time distribution can be used to calculate the probability of infection from external sources (via the survival function) and to calculate the risk of external infection as a function of time (via the hazard function).
1.2. Exposure and infectious sets. For each internal infection j, let v j denote the index of his or her infector. Let v j = 0 if j is an external infection and v j = ∞ if j is not infected. When v j is observed for all infected j, we say that who-infected-whom (WIW) is observed. Otherwise, we say that WIW is not observed-even if v j is observed for a subset of infected j.
For each individual j, his or her exposure set is
which is the set of all sources of infection to whom j was exposed while susceptible. If j is infected by an unknown infector, his or her infectious set is
which is the set of possible sources that caused his or her infection. If the infector of j is known, then V j = {v j }. If j is not infected, V j = ∅ (the empty set).
1.3. Infectious disease data. We assume that our epidemiologic data contain the times of all S → E (infection), E → I (infectiousness onset), and I → R (removal) transitions in the observed population between time 0 and time T . The time T must be a stopping time with respect to the observed data. For all ordered pairs ij in which i is infected or i = 0, we observe C ij .
We assume that the contact interval τ ij can be observed only if j is infected by i at time t ij = t i + ε i + τ ij . This can happen only if C ij = 1 and the pair ij is at risk of transmission at time t ij :
1. Infectious contact can occur only while i is infectious, so the end of infectiousness in i can right-censor τ ij . Let I i (t) = I t−t i −ε i ∈(0,ι i ] indicate whether i remains infectious at time t. 2. Infectious contact from i infects j only if j is susceptible, so infection in j can right-censor τ ij . Let S j (t) = I t≤t j indicate whether j remains susceptible at time t. 3. The end of observation can right-censor τ ij . Let O(t) = I t≤T indicate whether observation is ongoing at time t.
Since I i (t), S j (t), and Y(t) are left-continuous,
is a left-continuous process that indicates the risk of an observed infectious contact from i to j at time t. The assumptions made in the stochastic S(E)IR model above ensure that censoring of τ ij is independent. Similarly, the external contact time t 0j can be observed only if j is infected from an external source at that time. Let I 0 (t) = 1 for all t. Then Y 0j (t) as defined in equation (4) is a left-continuous process indicating whether external infection of j can be observed at time t. The assumptions made in the stochastic S(E)IR model above ensure that censoring of t 0j is independent.
2. Methods. In our models, any parametric failure time distribution could be used. For simplicity, we focus on the following three, which have simple closedform survival and hazard functions. These distributions each have a rate parameter λ > 0 and (where needed) a shape parameter γ > 0:
• The exponential(λ) distribution has the survival function When γ < 1, its hazard function h(t, λ, γ) monotonically decreases in t.
When γ > 1, the hazard monotonically increases in t. The exponential distribution is a special case of the Weibull distribution with γ = 1. • The log-logistic(λ, γ) distribution has the survival function
When γ < 1, the hazard h(t, λ, γ) is monotonically decreasing in t. When γ ≥ 1, the hazard increases to a maximum and then decreases in t.
The internal and external transmission models can use the same failure time distribution or different distributions. Let the parameters of the internal failure time distribution be (λ int , γ int ) and the parameters of the external distribution be (λ ext , γ ext ).
2.1. Internal and external rate parameters. When i = 0, the rate parameter of the contact interval distribution in the pair ij is
where β int is an unknown coefficient vector, λ 0 is a baseline rate parameter, and X ij is a covariate vector that can include infectiousness covariates for i, susceptibility covariates for j, and pairwise covariates. The baseline rate parameter λ 0 is the rate parameter for a pair in which all covariates equal zero, and ln λ 0 is an intercept term. This is equivalent to an AFT model where exp(−β T int X ij ) is the acceleration factor (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002) . In infectious disease epidemiology, rate ratios are more commonly used than acceleration factors.
The rate parameter for the external contact time for individual j is
where β ext is an unknown coefficient vector, and µ 0 is the baseline external rate parameter, and X 0j is a covariate vector that can include susceptibility covariates for j and environmental or community covariates. The baseline rate parameter µ 0 is the rate of external infection in an individual with all covariates set to zero, and ln µ 0 is an intercept term. There may be overlap between the internal coefficient vector β int and the external coefficient vector β ext . For example, vaccine status could affect the rate parameters for both models. To handle this, we parameterize the combined model as
where the coefficient vector β includes coefficients unique to the internal model, coefficients unique to the external model, and shared coefficients. The components of X ij used only in the internal model are set to zero when i = 0, and the components of X ij used only in the external model are set to zero when i = 0. The distinction between internal and external rows in the data set is maintained using an external pair indicator ζ, which equals one when i = 0 and zero otherwise. If a covariate in X ij is shared by the internal and external transmission models, it can be allowed to have different coefficients in the two models by including an interaction term with ζ. We call these external interaction terms.
2.2. Time scales for internal and external pairs. The internal and external transmission models generally work on different time scales. In a pair ij with i = 0, the pair is at risk of transmission when i is infectious and j is susceptible. The time origin is the onset of infectiousness in i, which can differ from pair to pair. A pair 0j is at risk of transmission when j is susceptible. Typically, a common time origin will be specified for all external pairs in a single population under observation.
2.3. Maximum likelihood estimation. The likelihood and its score process can be derived in a manner similar to that of Kenah (2011) . Let θ be a coefficient vector containing the log rate ratios β, the baseline rate parameters λ 0 and µ 0 , and the shape parameters γ int and γ ext as needed. Let h ij (t, θ) be the hazard function and S ij (t, θ) be the survival function defined by the chosen failure time distribution with rate parameter λ ij from equation (10). Let θ 0 denote the true value of θ.
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for i = 0 and
We observe infectious contacts from i to j only while j is still susceptible and ij is under observation, which gives us the observed counting process
Similarly, let
Then M ij (t, θ 0 ) is a mean-zero martingale because it is the integral of a predictable process with respect to M ij (u, θ 0 ). When we observe infectious contacts from i to j between time 0 and time T , we get the log likelihood
These are standard survival likelihoods: The first term is a log hazard if i infects j and zero otherwise, and the second term is the negative cumulative hazard of infectious contact. The score process is
Both score processes are mean-zero martingales when θ = θ 0 . Now fix j. If we observe all pairs ij from time 0 until time T , the log likelihood is
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The score process U * ·j (t, θ 0 ) is a mean-zero martingale because it is a sum of independent mean-zero martingales.
When we observe who-infected-whom, the log likelihood is * (θ) = n j=1 * ·j (θ) and its score process is U * (t, θ) = n j=1 U * ·j (t, θ). Because it is a sum of independent mean-zero martingales, U * (t, θ 0 ) is a mean-zero martingale. Differentiating * (θ), evaluating at θ 0 , and taking expectations yields
Who-infects-whom not observed. Now suppose we do not observe who infected person j if he or she is infected. Then we see cannot see each
so the process
is a mean-zero martingale when θ = θ 0 . When j is observed from time 0 to time T , the log likelihood is
and its score process is
which is a mean-zero martingale when θ = θ 0 . The complete-data log likelihood when we do not observe who-infected-whom is (θ) = n j=1 ·j (θ) with score process U (t, θ) = n j=1 U ·j (t, θ). Because it is a sum of independent mean-zero martingales, U (t, θ 0 ) is a mean-zero martingale. Differentiating (θ), evaluating at θ 0 , and taking expectations yields
where U (θ) (τ ) is the predictable variation process of U (τ, θ).
2.4. Pairwise asymptotics. The arguments above establish the consistency and asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimatorθ as the number of observed infections m → ∞ (Kenah, 2011) as long as the rate of increase in the number of susceptibles at risk of infection is at least as fast as the rate of increase in the number of pairs at risk of transmission (Kenah, 2015) . In practice, maximum likelihood estimation should work as long as we observe a sufficient number of infections in individuals who were susceptible at the beginning of observation.
3. Simulations. The proposed pairwise AFT regression model was tested through 10,000 network-based simulations for each of five different baseline internal contact interval distributions: exponential(1), Weibull(0.5, 1), Weibull(1.5, 1), loglogistic(0.5, 1), and log-logistic(1.5, 1). In all simulations, the external infectious contact time distribution was exponential(1). The infectious period was fixed to one (i.e., ι i = 1 for each i).
In each simulation, we generated an undirected network representing 300 households of size 6. Each household was a complete graph of size 6, and the households were not connected to each other. Once a household member was infected, other members of the household could be infected by transmission within the household or by an external source. Each epidemic was followed until 500 infections occurred, which guaranteed that at least 200 infections occurred in individuals who were not index cases (i.e., the first case detected in a household).
Each individual i was assigned an independent Bernoulli(0.5) covariate X i . The rate parameter for the contact interval distribution in the pair ij was
where we set X 0 = 0. For each simulation, the true values of β inf and β sus were independent samples from a uniform(−1, 1) distribution.
In each simulation, we analyzed data sets under four different epidemiologic study designs. Under each study design, data were analyzed both with and without knowledge of who-infected-whom. Analysis of within-household transmission is the same for all four study designs, but they differ in their inclusion of individuals (i.e., pairs 0j) at risk of external infectious contact. The study designs are:
Complete cohort: Follow-up for all 1,800 individuals starts at time zero, which is the time origin for external infectious contact times. Contact tracing (CT) with delayed entry: Follow-up of each individual begins at the infection time of the index case in his or her household. Time at risk of external infectious contact prior the start of follow-up is left-truncated, and individuals in households with no infections are excluded from the study. CT without delayed entry: Follow-up of all members of households where at least one infection occurs starts retroactively at time zero (i.e., their time at risk of external infectious contact is not left-truncated). Individuals in households with no infections are excluded from the study. Ignoring external infection: All pairs 0j are excluded from the study. This is equivalent to assuming that, in each household, all infections after the primary case are caused by within-household transmission.
We expect the first two study designs (the "valid" study designs) to yield valid parameter estimates and the last two (the "flawed" study designs) to yield biased parameter estimates. For all eight analyses of each simulation, we obtained maximum likelihood point estimates of β inf , β sus , ln λ 0 , ln γ int , and ln µ 0 . For all parameters, we calculated 95% Wald and likelihood ratio (LR) confidence intervals. Simulations were implemented using a Python module transtat models (available at github.com/ekenah/transtat models). Pairwise AFT models were fit to simulated data using the R package transtat (available at github.com/ekenah/transtat). The transtat package allows models to be specified using standard R model syntax and provides Wald and likelihood ratio confidence intervals for coefficient estimates. All regression models used an exponential distribution for external rows and the correct parametric family (exponential, Weibull, or log-logistic) for rows representing within-household pairs.
Simulations were implemented in Python version 3.5.1 (www.python.org) using NumPy version 1.11 (www.numpy.org) and NetworkX version 1.11 (networkx.github.io). The models were run using transtat models version 0.1.1, and statistical analysis was conducted in R version 3.3 (www.r-project.org) using transtat version 0.2.6. All of these software packages are free and open-source. Simulation code in Python code and R code for the analysis of each simulation is available in the Supplementary Material.
Los Angeles
County influenza data. We use influenza A (H1N1) household surveillance data collected by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health (LACDPH) in April and May, 2009 to give a practical example of pairwise AFT modeling of infectious disease transmission data. The data was collected using the following protocol (Sugimoto et al., 2011): taken from individuals who reported to the LACDPH or other local health care providers with acute febrile respiratory illness (AFRI), defined as a fever ≥ 37.8 • C plus at least one of cough, sore throat, or rhinorrhea (runny nose). These specimens were tested for influenza using reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).
2. Patients whose specimens tested positive for pandemic influenza A(H1N1) or for influenza A of undetermined subtype were invited to participate in a phone interview. These interviews used a standard questionnaire developed by the LACDPH to to collect information about his or her household contacts, including sex, age, and antiviral prophylaxis use. For index cases under 18 years of age, an adult proxy was interviewed. 3. The initial interview and, when necessary, a follow-up interview were used to obtain the symptom onset dates of AFRI episodes in the household up to 14 days after the symptom onset date of the index case. All interviews were completed between April 30 and June 1.
For simplicity, we assume all AFRI episodes among household members were caused by influenza A(H1N1). All index cases are assumed to be external infections, and all other household members are assumed to be susceptible to infection from both within-household transmission and external sources. The study design is contact tracing with delayed entry.
The primary analysis assumed an incubation period of 2 days, a latent period of 0 days, and an infectious period of 6 days. These natural history assumptions are adapted from Yang et al. (2009) and identical to those in Kenah (2013) and Kenah (2015) . Households were identified upon clinical presentation of an index case, so household members were considered to be at risk of infection from the infection time of the index case (which depends on the assumed incubation period) until 14 days after the infection time of the index case. In a sensitivity analysis, we varied assumptions about the latent and infectious periods.
The covariates used in our analysis were sex (male = 1 for males and male = 0 for females), age category (adult = 1 for ages ≥ 18 years and adult = 0 otherwise), and antiviral prophylaxis. Antiviral prophylaxis was assumed to be initiated on the day following the symptom onset of the index case in each household, so it was handled as a time-dependent covariate. Each pair had covariate values for the infectious individual (male inf, adult inf, and proph inf) and for the susceptible individual (male sus, adult sus, and proph sus). In external pairs, all infectiousness covariates were set to zero. We considered exponential, Weibull, and log-logistic distributions for the internal and external contact time distributions. All models were fit using the Broyden, Fletch, Goldfarb, and Shanno method (BFGS in the R function optim) with starting parameter values taken from an initial fit using exponential distributions for contact intervals and external con-tact times.
As for the simultions, statistical analysis was conducted in R version 3.3 (www.r-project.org) using transtat version 0.2.6. The household data set and analysis code are available in the Supplementary Material.
Results.
5.1. Household simulations. Table 1 shows the mean squared error (MSE) for point estimates, and Table 2 shows the coverage probabilities for Wald and likelihood ratio (LR) 95% confidence intervals. , , Figure 3 shows boxplots of the estimated ln λ 0 , and Figure 4 shows boxplots of the estimated ln µ 0 . In all cases, results are shown for all study designs with and without observation of who-infectedwhom (WIW). Log rate ratios. Figure 1 shows scatterplots of the true and estimated β inf , and Figure 2 shows scatterplots of the true and estimated β sus . When WIW is observed, β inf and β sus are estimated with no apparent bias under all four study designs. All four designs have similarly low MSE, and both Wald and LR 95% confidence interval coverage probabilities are nominal. When WIW is not observed, both invalid study designs produce questionable point and interval estimates. CT without delayed entry shows high MSE for β inf and slightly low coverage probabilities for both β inf and β sus . Ignoring external infection produces slightly high MSE for β sus and very low coverage probabilities for both β sus and β inf . Point and interval estimates for the valid study designs behave well whether or not WIW is not observed.
Intercepts. When WIW is observed, all four study designs show little bias in estimates of the internal model intercept ln λ 0 . Both flawed study designs have slightly higher MSEs than the valid study designs. Confidence interval coverage probabilities are low for CT without delayed entry but acceptable for all other study designs. When WIW is not observed, there is a clear negative bias under CT without delayed entry and a positive bias under ignoring external infection. The flawed study designs have substantially higher MSEs than the valid study designs, and their confidence interval coverage probabilities are very low. The valid study designs have Wald coverage probabilities that are slightly too low, but their LR coverage probabilities are nominal.
When WIW is observed, estimates of the external model intercept ln µ 0 under CT without delayed entry have a large positive bias and high MSE. Estimates under the valid study designs are unbiased and have low MSE. When WIW is not observed, estimates under the complete cohort design are unbiased and have low MSE. Estimates under CT with delayed entry are unbiased but have high MSE due to large variance. Estimates under CT without delayed entry have a large positive bias but a much lower variance, so they end up with a lower MSE than estimates under CT without delayed entry. Whether or not WIW is observed, Wald and LR coverage probabilities are extremely low under CT without delayed entry but nominal under the valid study designs.
Shape parameter. The internal log shape parameter, ln γ int , was estimated in all simulations with Weibull or log-logistic contact interval distributions. When WIW is observed, all four study designs show low MSE. Confidence interval coverage probabilities are nominal under the valid study designs and slightly low under the flawed study designs. When WIW is not observed, the valid study designs still show low MSE and acceptable (though slightly lower) coverage probabilities. The flawed study designs show much larger MSE and coverage probabilities that are too low-especially when external infection is ignored. Summary. When WIW was observed, estimation of β inf , β sus , and ln γ int was surprisingly robust. Estimation of ln λ 0 was acceptable under all study designs except ignoring external infection, which overestimates ln λ 0 because all infections are attributed to transmission within the household. Estimation of ln µ 0 was acceptable only under the valid study designs.
When WIW was not observed, estimation of all parameters became much more sensitive to epidemiologic study design. In most cases, the flawed study designs produced biased point estimates and interval estimates with poor coverage probabilities. The valid designs produced unbiased point estimates and confidence intervals with adequate coverage probabilities. The LR confidence intervals performed slightly better than the Wald confidence intervals.
The Appendix, which is available as in the Supplementary Material, shows these tables and figures separately for each baseline contact interval distribution, and it also includes boxplots of ln γ int estimates for Weibull and log-logistic contact interval distributions. The same general pattern was seen in each subset of simulations, but bias in ln λ 0 and ln γ int estimates under flawed study designs showed some interesting interactions. In simulations with Weibull(1.5, 1) or log-logistic(1.5, 1) contact intervals, ln λ 0 estimates were biased upward in both flawed study designs, but ln γ int estimates were biased upward under CT without delayed entry and downward under ignoring external infection. In simulations with log-logistic(0.5, 1) contact intervals, estimates of ln λ 0 and ln γ int were biased downward under CT without delayed entry even when WIW was observed.
Los
Angeles County influenza data. The household data collected by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health included 299 individuals in 58 households. There were 99 probable influenza infections, of which 62 were index cases-four households had co-primary cases with symptom onsets on the same day. There were three people missing data on sex, four people missing data on age, and 56 people missing data on antiviral prophylaxis. The 62 individuals with missing data came from 17 households with 36 infections, of which 19 were index cases. Because we assume all household members can infect or be infected by other household members, we excluded the entire household if any of its members was missing data. In the complete-cases data set, we have 41 households with 63 infections, of which 43 were index cases.
Using the complete-cases data set, we fit a model with all six covariates using all nine possible combinations of internal and external contact time distributions.
The top panel of Table 3 shows the resulting Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values. The three minimum AIC values occur for exponential internal contact intervals. Among these three, the lowest AIC occurs for log-logistic external contact times. Using exponential interval contact intervals and log-logistic external contact times, we built a model using backwards selection to achieve the minimum AIC. This removed all covariates except for three: age category for infectiousness (adult inf), age category for infectiousness (adult sus), and prophylaxis use by susceptibles (proph sus). The AIC of this model was 203.59.
Internal
External TABLE 3 AIC values for regression models using sex, age category, and antiviral prophylaxis for both susceptibility and infectiousness.
We then checked for external interaction terms (interactions between the susceptibility covariates and the external row indicator). External interaction terms allow a covariate to have different coefficients in the internal and external transmission models. An external interaction term with adult sus had a p-value of 0.89 and increased the AIC to 205.57. An external interaction term with proph sus had a p-value of 0.87 but reduced the AIC to 202.37. A likelihood ratio test comparing this model to a model with no main effect or interaction for proph sus yielded a p-value of 0.041. Though there is some indication that the coefficient on proph sus might differ in the internal and external transmission models, we did not keep the interaction term in the model. Our final model is summarized at the top of Table 4 .
The predicted infectiousness rate ratio for adults compared to children is 3.88 (0.70, 90.32), and the predicted susceptibility rate ratio for adults compared to children is 0.62 (0.23, 1.20). The model suggests that adults are more infectious and less susceptible than children, but the small number of transmission events observed makes these results inconclusive. The predicted rate ratio for susceptibility associated with antiviral prophylaxis is 0.34 (0.10, 0.76), so the model strongly suggests that antiviral prophylaxis in susceptibles reduces their risk of infection. We found no clear evidence of differences in infectiousness or susceptibility by sex, and we found no clear evidence of an effect of antiviral prophylaxis on infectiousness. Table 5 shows the predicted household secondary attack rate (SAR) by the age of the infectious individual, the age of the susceptible individual, and antiviral prophylaxis in the susceptible individual. The higher infectiousness and lower suscep- tibility of adults is readily apparent, as is the protective effect of antiviral prophylaxis. Because the predicted household SAR depends on multiple parameters in the regression model, we used Wald confidence intervals for simplicity.
To see how accounting for external sources of infection affected our analysis, we re-fit our final model using only data on infectious-susceptible pairs within households. This model is summarized at the bottom of Table 4 . The two models give similar results, but accounting for external infection gave us greater statistical power to estimate the effects of age and antiviral prophylaxis. Using Weibull or loglogistic internal contact interval distributions did not restore the statistical power lost by ignoring external sources of infection (not shown).
In a sensitivity analysis, we varied assumptions about the latent and infectious periods. The results are summarized in Table 6 . The infectiousness rate ratio for age category and its p-value are highly sensitive to the assumed latent and infectious periods. The susceptibility rate ratio for age category and its p-value are more stable but still sensitive to these assumptions. The susceptibility rate ratio for antiviral prophylaxis and its p-value are remarkably stable. The rate ratio varies from 0.35 to 0.41, and its p-value varies from 0.011 to 0.026. The loss of statistical power when we fail to account for external sources of infection is consistent throughout the sensitivity analysis.
6. Discussion. The results of the simulation study show that the pairwise AFT model produces valid point and interval estimates when the epidemiologic study design is valid and the statistical model is correctly specified. When external sources of infection are ignored and WIW is not observed, ln λ 0 is overestimated because all infections are attributed to within-household transmission. Under CT without delayed entry, ln µ 0 is overestimated whether or not WIW is observed because we include all infections of index cases but only a subset of the person-time at risk that gave rise to these cases. Specifically, we include the person-time of the index cases and their household members while excluding the person-time of individuals in households that have no infections. The overestimation of ln µ 0 leads to underestimation of ln λ 0 (or overestimation of both ln λ 0 and ln γ int ).
The high variance of ln µ 0 estimates under CT with delayed entry is caused by the relatively small number of infections from external sources that occur in households that already have an index case. If observation of the household starts upon identification of an index case, the infection of the index case cannot be included as an infection event. It might be useful to recruit households without index cases to get better estimates of the risk of infection from external sources. One possibility would be to use a test-negative design to recruit households (or other contact groups), similar to that used to recruit individuals in observational studies of vaccine effectiveness (Foppa et al., 2013; Jackson and Nelson, 2013) . Households of possible index cases who test negative for the infection of interest could be retained in a study to help estimate the risk of infection from external sources. This design guarantees that these "control" households would have been included if they had a true index case, reducing the chance of selection bias or confounding by healthseeking behavior.
When WIW is observed, estimation of β inf and susceptibility β sus was surprisingly robust under flawed epidemiologic study designs. Though the corresponding estimates of ln λ 0 and ln µ 0 were not accurate, these are nuisance parameters in some contexts. Thus, information about WIW could be very useful for understanding the effects of covariates on transmission. Pathogen phylogenies have been shown to reduce the variance of transmission parameter estimates by providing partial information about WIW (Kenah et al., 2016) , but our simulation results suggest that they could also help reduce bias. If phylogenetics can determine which infections originate from outside a household, it might be possible to avoid modeling the risk of infection from outside the household: Infections from external sources would become censoring events for the internal transmission model.
Our analysis of the LACDPH influenza A(H1N1) data strongly suggests that antiviral prophylaxis reduced susceptibility to infection in household contacts. We found inconclusive evidence of higher infectiousness and lower susceptibility to influenza among adults. These results are consistent with results of Kenah (2015) , which analyzed the same data using a semiparametric regression model that could not account for external sources of infection. Our classification of age was very crude, so it is possible that a more sophisticated model would find more conclusive evidence of age effects on susceptibility and infectiousness. These results were obtained with only 20 infection events in 41 households, and the ability to account for external sources of infection was critical to this efficiency.
The simulations and data analysis also pointed to several limitations of pairwise survival analysis and of the pairwise AFT model:
• Pairwise survival analysis will require greater sophistication in handling missing data than we demonstrated here. In our analysis, we removed entire households when any member was missing a covariate. We also assumed a fixed incubation, latent and infectious periods to avoid treating these times as missing. Bayesian methods with data imputation (O'Neill and Roberts, 1999) would be a more principled and efficient way to handle missing data. • With no scientific basis for choosing parametric families, we simply compared models with different combinations of contact interval and external infectious contact time distributions using the AIC. An extension of the semiparametric model of Kenah (2015) would not require the choice of parametric families for these distributions. • The pairwise AFT model showed some numerical instability. It was important to identify a good starting point for maximization of the likelihood, either with stochastic annealing (as in the simulations) or with a fit using a simple model (as in the data analysis). We dealt successfully with this problem ad hoc, but it needs further investigation.
Fortunately, there is a clear path forward to addressing each of these limitations. The pairwise AFT model can be viewed as an extension of the longitudinal chain-binomial model (Rampey et al., 1992; Becker and Britton, 1999) to continuous time that comes with several advantages: It allows flexibility in the infectiousness profile without a large number of nuisance parameters, and it can be specified, fit, and interpreted in a manner similar to regression models already used in epidemiology. We hope its availability in an R package will make it accessible to practicing infectious disease epidemiologists.
Unlike almost all individual-level analyses traditionally used in infectious disease epidemiology, both the pairwise AFT model and the longitudinal chain binomial model condition on exposure to infection. When exposure to infection is systematically different in individuals with different covariate values, traditional estimates of covariate effects on susceptibility can be biased. In particular, individuallevel estimates of treatment effects for infectious diseases can be biased even in randomized trials (Halloran and Struchiner, 1991; Halloran, Longini and Struchiner, 2010; Eck, Morozova and Crawford, 2018; Morozova, Cohen and Crawford, 2018) . The pairwise AFT model allows the simultaneous estimation of rate ratios for susceptibility and infectiousness while accounting for the risk of external infection. It has the potential to become a powerful new tool to understand infectious disease transmission, and we hope it helps improve the design and analysis of vaccine trials, outbreak investigations, and other studies of infectious diseases. 
